Your plan should provide:

- An attractive, adaptable layout - if you are working within a small space and don't have room for a garden of these proportions, simply use the groupings as a guide and plant a pared-down version. The butterflies will still thank you!
- A wide variety of plants and plant heights, incorporating trees, shrubs, annuals, and perennials
- Bloom and interest for every season
- Both host and nectar plants for several species of butterflies and moths
- Shelter from the wind
- Moist areas for puddling males

To include in your diagram:

- The width and length of your garden given in feet or yards
- The plants you will include and their location
- The placement of puddling areas

To include with your diagram:

- The cost and number of each type of seed packet and planting
- The estimated cost of creating your garden
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